1. Battery Charging

Bluetooth bracelet comes with a built-in chargeable polymer lithium battery. Before the first using, please charge the bracelet fully. (Approximately 2 hours).
1.1 How to Charge

Take Charging Port into charge line and charging with computer through USB, or charging with the dedicated charger into wall adapter provided to finish charge. Charge Port is the 3.5 standard two-in-one, can be used to charging, answer the calling or MP3.

1.2 Charging Time

The charge time is 1 hour, when finished charging, Battery symbol in Bracelet Display Screen will be fully displayed.

1.3 Charge Indication

When charging the bracelet through computer or charger, The number of power grid in bracelet display screen increasing.
1.4 Stand-by Time
The stand-by Time is 24 hours.
Note: Bracelet Vibrating and Screen displaying will be effect the stand-by time directly.

1.5 Low-power Notify
When the power of the battery is shortage, “Low Battery” will be displayed in the Screen. Please charge the bracelet to ensure greater battery life.

2. Power On/Off
Power on: Press Power Button 3s, until “Power on” displayed, then time displaying: “– : –”
Power off: Press Power Button 3s, until “Power off” displayed.

Press K1 and K2 at the same time to switch to update the Telephone Contacts.

3. Time Setting

Press button K2 for 2s into time setting status, Digit of Hour is flashing in Screen.

Under Time Setting Status, Short press K1 to adjust Hour, Short press K2 to adjust Minutes. Long press K2 to save and exit time setting.
4. Pairing

Keep bracelet with 5-8 meters of the Cellphone and ensure the bracelet in Power off model. Press Power Button, until “Pairing” shows on screen, then open Bluetooth of cellphone to search targets, A sign of indicates that cellphone has found “Bracelet” device, then, Press ”yes” to pairing. Choose password “0000”, Press “yes” to finish Pairing.

After finished Pairing, The bracelet shows your model of Cellphone, then transfer to Time model automatically after few seconds. The difference in the Screen: there is a earphone-like mark displayed to indicate successful connection.
5. Answer/Hang-up Calling

5.1, When receiving calling, press K1/K2 1s to answer the calling, “Call accepted” displayed, you are answering.

Reject/Hang-up the calling, press the button of power 2s, “Call rejected” displayed. It’s done.

5.2, In conversation, Press K2 to increase volume, press K1 to decrease volume.

5.3, Double click K1/K2 to Re-dial the calling.

6. Unconnected Symbol

Vibrating and loss earphone-like mark.
7. Repairing Bluetooth Bracelet and Cellphone
When you restart your bracelet, you may need to repair the bracelet and Cellphone. To find the device of “Bracelet” in Bluetooth menu of your cellphone, then choose Connecting. Note to sure your bracelet is open with showing “Pairing”. You need to enter the password again to finish repairing.

8. Calling Symbol
When you receive calling or SMS, Vibrating remind with Caller’s name and number.
9. Re-setting

To Clean up the current paired bracelet, You may need to make your Cellphone into restore factory settings:

To make sure the bracelet is in switching state.

Connect the bracelet with charge line for a few seconds.

The bracelet will automatically turn off and eliminate all connection.

10. Safety Guidelines

Do not put the Bluetooth Bracelet into liquid or expose to the place with High humidity.

Do not use detergent to wash the Bluetooth bracelet.
Do not expose the bracelet to extreme temperature is too high or too low.

Do not replace the battery by yourself.

Do not charging the Bluetooth bracelet outside.

**Product Specification:**

Bluetooth Version: 2.1

Working Frequency: 2.4GHz

Charge Time: 1 hour